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Sunday in Cape Town…it’s still Summer but the sun is getting lower in the sky. 
 
As Summer moves towards its end we had a day of 42° C this week.  This made Cape Town temporarily the 
hottest city in the world and it broke a 100 year record.  It then dropped 20° in one day.  The weather is clearly 
going mad. 
 
The Stormers are now unbeaten after 4 games and Newlands was rocking last night with over 40,000 people 
turning up.  It’s the Chiefs next week and it’ll be a defining match. 
 
Business continues well and this week it’s a bit of credit control as I try to chivvy up some reluctant payers.  
None of them are maliciously slow but they do need a bit of pushing and shoving before payments get made. 
 
Kitchen finished and now it’s time to think about the flooring.  I’ve got 50 sq. metres of living room that could 
do with some wood covering.  I’m looking for solid wood but it’s expensive.  South Africans love tiles in the 
lounge but I find tiles to be very cold so it’s wood for me. 
 
We’re warming up for the UK election in May.  It should be the most interesting election for the last 50 years 
and it’s good to know that I do get a postal vote so I will take an interest.  I’m a permanent resident in South 
Africa, not a citizen, so I can’t vote here. 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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8th March 2015 

I’m going back over old favourite vids and really enjoyed Groundhog Day for the umpteenth time.  

 

I managed to radge up the car this week so I may soon be looking soon for a small town car.  I’ve been looking at 

the i1.3 Hyundai.  Does anyone know anything about them? 

JOHANNESBURG (AP) — It looked like a steal: $72 for a round-trip business class ticket on South African Airways 

between Johannesburg and Abu Dhabi. 

The online offer, part of a promotional sale at the end of February, was indeed too good to be true. 

The airline said Thursday that it erroneously published the incorrect fare and that it was refunding customers who 

had snapped up the tickets. Some 640 bookings were affected, it said. 

A regular ticket on the same route in business class sells for about $3,400, South African Airways said. 

"We appreciate the fact that customers would under normal circumstances take advantage of bargains and good 

travel bargains," airline spokesman Tlali Tlali said in a statement emailed to The Associated Press. He noted, 

however, that "underpricing would open us up to legal challenges" in an industry where competition is regulated. 

Mohamed Vawda, who had taken advantage of what he thought was a great deal, said he was disappointed in an 

interview with eNCA, a South African news outlet. 

"I want to see them honor the tickets because they took the money, they sent you confirmation," Wada said. 
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Service providers 

Here’s a party trick that’s popular in South Africa with service providers like Home Affairs, the tax 
office, SARS, and Standard Bank. 
 
You do your homework to make an application for a service etc. and you pitch up at their office. 
 
They check your documentation and tell you that you’re short a form...let’s called it Form A. 
 
You then ask them if there are any other forms that you’ll need and you’re told that everything is 
in order...just come back with all the forms, especially Form A. 
 
You go back, full of hope, hand in the set of documents including Form A.  They check the bundle 
and tell you that you’re sadly missing Form B.  You tell them that you specifically asked if all your 
documents were in order previously...but, of course, you have no choice. 
 
You then go back again with all your documents, especially Forms A&B...and you can guess 
what happens.  It just turns out that all your documents are in order...A&B especially...but sadly 
there’s no Form C which somehow eluded them when you asked for which documents you’d 
need. 
 
By this time you’ve lost the will to live.  You go back again with Forms A,B&C and just about any 
other form you can think of and lie back and think of England.  Eventually you get your service or 
certificate but do you hate these people! 
 
This is what happens when you have an abusive monopoly...but we all know that monopolies 
don’t last for ever and I’m already researching which bank can give me better service.  When I’ve 
found one I’m off, believe me.  Mess your customers around at your peril.  They may not be able 
to leave you now but they will eventually. 
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Sucker’s choice 

I was talking about a deal I did once with a seller who had learnt a tactic, Sucker’s choice and 
combined it with the Trial Close. 
 
It goes like this: 
 
“Well, Mr Beasor, are you a buyer at this price or are you walking away?” 
“Hmm, let me think about it.  There are several issues that concern me.” 
“What’s the key issue?” 
“Price, among others.” 
“So, if I can fix the price problem are you ready to commit?” 
“Well, I’d certainly be more ready to commit if you could move on the price.” 
“So, here’s my offer.  Can we shake on it?” 
“No, but we can discuss the specification as well.” 
“What’s the problem with spec?  if I fixed it would be ready to shake my hand?” 
“No, but we’d be moving in the right direction.” 
“So what other issues do you have?” 
“Payment terms.” 
“So if I get the payment terms right can we sign the deal?” 
“No, but we can surely talk about delivery.” 
“So, what’s the issue with the delivery…?” 
 
You can guess how this progresses.  The seller is trying to close me out on each variable by 
giving me a semi Sucker’s Choice option. 
 
I’m ensuring that I’m not going to allow any one variable to be the clincher and I’m just going to 
give them my total variable shopping list, which is very long! 
 
This is a rubbish way to negotiate and it’s manipulative.  If the other party has issues get them all 
on the table deal with them properly.  Don’t use each variable as a close out opportunity if you’re 
the seller.  It just won’t work against anyone who knows what they’re doing. 
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